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At the initial performance of Beethoven's Ninth (Choral) Symphony, directed by its profoundly deaf
creator and received by a wildly enthusiastic audience, this choral giant instantly took its place at the
pinnacle of man's expression of ultimate and eternal joy.

Hopefully, this arrangement of Ode to Joy has preserved the emotion as well as the musicality of this
masterpiece. tvtany Jf the componenti for a mass festival are included, if desired' handbells, brass,

chimes, descants, timpani, as well as standard accompaniment. Yet the voicing is kept relatively sim-
ple to give choirs of widely varying sizes a touch of the master composer, with or without the extra
lnstrumentatlon. R. A.
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(Measures I - 6 to be played only in the absence on handbells.) IOrchestral chimesl

'Bells used are listed at the bottom of P. 1 1. Since page turns of the choral score are easy, no separate bell part is necessary.
**Brass parts (BPl 178 - A) are available separately from the publisher.
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Thou art giv - ing and for - giv - ing, ev - er er blest;
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unis. or divisi

Thou ther, Christ our-Broth who-live love
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